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ABSTRACT

Knowledge of the 59C0 (n,p), (n,n), and (n,xn) cross
sections up to 50 MeV are necessary to satisfy pricrity
dosimetry data needs of the FMIT facility. Since cxpcri-
ment61 data extend only to 25 MeV in the case of (n,xn)
reactions (and lower for the other~), we calculated these
cross sections as well as thoue from .ampetinR reactions
for neutron energie~ between 3 and 50 MeV. Neutron opti-
cal parameters were determined that were valid from several
hundreds of keV to 50 MeV. Other parameters were deter-
mined or verified through analysis of various expcrimuntal
data types, thus providing the basis for cumpletr and colt-
sisccnt nuclear model calrulatlons of n + 59C0 reactions.

INTRODUCTION

To char~cterize the neutron environment of sampleq Irrudfntud
in the neutron flux of the Fusion Materials Irradiation Twst Fticil-
ity, dosimutry re~ction croes sections must be known to neutron cn-
urgiea of 50 HeV, Since the 59C0 (n,p), (n,a), and (n,xn) cross
kcctions reprmcnt priority candidates for d(>simctryrll:l(’tJ,\l~s spen-
ning thu enurgy range of int~re~t to materials damnge utudio~, wo
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performed calculations of neutron reactions on 59L0 between 3 and
50 MeV. In contrast to our earli=r work [1] in which cross sec-
tions were calc~lated to 40 PleV using global optical parameter
sets, ve hav? devoted a large effort to the determination ~nd veri-
fication of parameters suitable for calculations over this energy
range. The constraints placed by the data used in this process
should result in an improvement in the reliability of the calcu-
lated cross sections.

PMWfETER DETERMINATIONS

Our efforts to determine or verify neutron or charged--particle
optical aramecers generally follow the steps employed in our re-
cent 54,~6Fe calculations. [2] That is, quite a large effort has
been made through fitting tecnniqes to find neutron optical param-
eters valid over the entire energy range between several hundred
kev and 50 MeV (in this instance). For proton and alpha emission
wc have generally modified existing parameter acts and then veri-
fied their applicability through comparison to Indc?endent data
types.

To determine our neutron optical parameters, we used 59C0 to-
tal cross-section data between 0.5 and 30 MeV, supplernl’nted at
higher energies by estimates based on Iron total cross section to

50 MeV. Constraints on the low energy buhevior of the paratneter~
were achieved through UPC of s- and p-wave Btrength fu~ctions as
well as values for the potential scattering radius. Elastic-
scattering angular di~tribution data were included for neutron en-
ergies of 8, 11, and 15 Me\’ , along with 14-NcV reaction cross sLlc-
tions. Around 40 MeV, an estimate for the reaction cross section
was il:cluded based on recent data [3] from 11 + Fe reaction cruss-
section measurements. For the fit, two ellrgy re~ions were used
with the boundary chosen at b MeV. The resulting parameters are
shown in Table I. To iit the data, a surface derivative Woods-
Saxon potential was uned having a positive energy coefficient nt
low energies with a negative coefficient for energies above h MeV.
A volume imaginary potential wau also used that hccamc dolllin~nt for
neuiron energier above 25 P!eV. The Cdlculntcd total und elastlc
crou~ sectional are campared to experlmenttil dat~ in FigB. l-a ~lnd
l-b, respectively.

Wr protons and alphnq wv used modifcd forms, ruspuctivcly, of
the Peroy [4] and Lemoe 15] global parameter HetH th~t w~’re durlv~wl
dllring our n + 54,5bFe ~alcu]ation~ (sce ~ontrfbution to tht~~

proceedings). To further verify $hcrn for this roblt’m, WQ madu
Hausur-Feshbach calcilntions (If “Fe (p)n) and !.5Mn ((l)n) cross
Scctit)ns (with tllr n~utr~n paramcteru of Tnhlc I) ~h~t nru roml~urcj:!

to dnta [6-8J in Figs. 2 and 3.



Otb.er quantities required for these calculations consisted
mainly of 8anuna-ray transmission coefficients, level density paraur
eters, and parameters needed for preequilibrium corrections. The

latter two parameter types were taken from published values since
these result generaily from the examination of systematic behaviot
of pertinent data, We employed the Gilbert-Camevon [9] level dens-
ity expressions along with the Cook [IC] values for Fermi-gas pa-
rameters and adjusted constant temperature pdrameter values to fit
(for each nucieus in the calculation) information pertaining to the
cumulative nwber of levels occurring up to a given excitation en-
ergy. Since constant-temperature level-density expressions were
often employed up to fairly high excitation energies, uncertainties
in the level-density expressions, occurring m~iill~ In th~ Fermi-g~s
portions, could be minimized.

The matrix normalization constant needed to fix transition
rates in the master eqaations preequilibrium model was taken from
the value recommended by Kalbach [11]. The form of the absolute
square of this residual two-body matrix element was assumec to be
dependent on both the excitation energy avuilchlc per cxcitori and
the compound system mass [12].

Gamma-ray transmission coefficients were calculatctl assuming a
gi~nt dipole resonance form and were normalized through determina-
tion of the gamma-ray ~cength function by fits to 59C0 (n)y) data.
This method eliminates ❑uch of the u~c~rtaint~ occurring from nor-
malization to 2~<ry>/<D:J ratios especial!.y for nuclei utlere no
such d~ta are available. The 6fiCo gamma-ray strerdth funccion was
very similar in m~gnitudc to values wc determined for 55Fe and
57Fe. [2)

CALCULATIONS MU RESULTS

The abuve paramcter~, along with discrete-level inforrnntion,
were u~ed with three Iluclcar mudels--HauRcr-Fcshbach, prcuquilibri-
um, and direct-rvsction-- thtit duscribe the m~lin features of ❑o~t
nuutron reactiona occurring in th.s mass and energy rcgionO mu
mtiin nuclear model codes used for the calcdations were CONNUC,
[13] GNASH, [Ii] and DWUCK. [15] IN addition t~ Hnuuer-1’eshhuch
calculations to wh~ch width fluctuations (CC)PINIIC) and precquil!bri-
um currertlons (GNA5H) wure applied, a small direct-reaction com-
ponent was dcterminud for the fir~t severtil inelastic levvls
thrcugh DWliA calctilatjons (DWUCK), A weak cuupljng modal for 59($(,

6%i ctlrewas uBed nlfJIIgron~listing of b spin 7/2 hC)lv out~idu a
wittl the assumption of R = ‘t? tranefqr and n value of F2 = 0.2.
That this model was adequate to repre~ent 59C0 direct croad sPc-
tiurl~ WIJMvurificd by exnmin~tion of thu rclntivc m~Nnttudc and
shape of 11 McV proton in(’lIILiLic ecntterfng duLn [16] to nevurul
low-lyjn~ lev91s-



Figure 4 presents a generRl overview of the calculated cross
nections. Since alpha decay chains were not followed individually
except off the main neutron branch, contributions to (n,na),
(n,2na), etca cross sections were not ascertained for all compo-
nents at higher incident energies. However, the effect of this ap-
proximation on total alpha production is very small. Also, reac-
tions involving multiple proton emission such as (n,xnyp) (y Z2)
were not included since tests performed at 40 tleV indicated that
protu,. emission comprised less than a few pe?cent of the total
cross section for decay of a given compound nucleus occurring along
the proton branch included in the calculaciol:s.

With reference to these cross sections, several general fea-
tures are noteworthy. At higher energies, reactions involving pro-
ton emission such as (n,3np) dominate because of the multiple reac-
tion paths that can produce the final nucleus. Also the compound
systems produced along the main neutron decay chain tend to be more
proton rich, resulting in less neutron emission. Thus , the (n,4n)
reaction that has been suggested for dosimetry uses at higher neu-
tron energies may suffer from a low cross-section value. Reactions
such as (n,p), (n,2n), and (n,3n) maintain their cross-section mag-
nitudes with~ut rapid decreases after competing channels become
available at big;.er energies. This results from preequilibrium ef-
fects and is well documented from the behavior of (p,xn) and
(p,pxn) cross sections in this energy region.

Calculated values for 5qCo neutron reactims of dosimetry
interest are comparvd to data in the next sev~ral figures. Figure
5 illustrates calculated (n,xn) cross sections with available data
[17-21] l(n,2n) and (n,3n) measurements shown here were ❑ade using
acintillator tanks]. Similarly, in Fig. 6 comparisons are made to
59C0 (n,2n) data measured by activation techn~ques. Both the
(n,2n) and (n)3n) threshold energy regions provide an opportu~ity
to verify t+e low-energy neutron transmission coefficients since
emission to discrete states in thu rt!6idual nucleus dominates here.

The slope o! the calculated truss sections, pcirticularly
around Ile (n,2n) threshold, dcpend~ strongly upon competition frol~
gamm~-ray and charged-particle emission. The ffict that the calcu-
lations fit the steeply rising cross section around the (n,?n)
threshold provides verification of tht? normalization u~cd for
gammu-ray transmission coefficients since the (n,n’1) r~’~~ction cum-
pet~s moat strongly there. In tho (n,3n) threuhold re};lnn, such
effecla are reduced because of incruased compctitjon from ptirtlcl~’
eminaion through the (n,np) or (n,2n) r~tICt~(JnR.

Figure 7 illustrates calculated and expurim~ntnl VUIUCS fur
the 59C0 (nlp) reaction. At lowur cnergfuN, thu bvllaviur of thu
proton tr~nxmisslon cocfficicntN calculated u~lng thu modified
Percy optical parameters play~ an impurtant role in thu agruemunt
ohtnincd with thu dutn of Smjtll [22] (closed circle~), At 14 ML’V



the calculations fall ●omewhat liwer than the experimental data,
most of which cluster around croa6-section valuee of approximately
50-60 mb. Attempts to increase the calculated valuea in this ●ner-
gy re8ion through adjustment of level density parameters for 59F=

began to disturb the agreement achieved at lower energies. In ❑ak-
ing such adju~tments, the (n,pn) cross section was also increased,
adding to the competition to the (nop) reaction. These two factors
made it difficult to adjust these parameters to achieve an increase
in the calculated (nBp) values. Potential problems may exist in
the relative amounts of proton and neutron emission predicted by
the preequilibrium model. However, comparison of our calculation
to available proton emission spectra and (nBp) cross sections for
nearby nuclei have resulted in good agreement, particularly between
15 and 20 FleV.

Although (n,np) + (n,pn) reactions are not of interest with
respect to dosimetry cross sections, competition from them indi-
rectly affects the calculated (n,2n) and (nJp) cross sections.
Figure 8 illustrates our calculated (n,np) and (n,pn) cross section
(solid line) and the portion of the reaction leading to the O.&lll-
HeV gamma ray in 58Fe (dashed line). Aiso shown are the data of
Curcalciuc et al [23] for the production of this gamma ray. The
shoulder around 11-13 PleV results from the (n,np) reaction since in
the 59C0 compound system the proton binding energy is about 3 MeV
less than that of the neutron. In this region, the sub-Coulomb
barrier behavior of the proton transmission coefficients is impor-
tant, whi:h led us to compare ‘o low energy 57Fe (pon) cross sec-
tions as shown earlier in Fig. 2. Above 13-14 MeV, the (n,pn) re-
action becomes the main contributor to thi~ cross section. Our
values (dashed line) agree well with the Corcalciuc data at higher
energies Lut over-estimates it at 16 and 18 MeV. Some problems may
exist in thene ❑easurements since their results for other reacticm~
[56Fu (n,2ny) and 59C0 (ft,2nY)l appear to be systematically low
whpn compared at these ●nergies to other available data.

Figure 9 illustrates calculated and muaeured (n,x) cross stlc-
tions available between b ●nd 21 MeV. Although improvement~ my
result from optical parameter adJUFtmf!ntM at lower enurgtc~, the

agreement is reasonable over this wide energy rangu. In addition
to compound and pre-compound procca~es, wu also included pickup and
knockout contributions baaed on empirical expressions developed by
Kalbach. [II] The a~tiecmunt obtained at higher energies provide~
eomu verification of these parameterizations.

CONCLUSIONS

Indepcndunt data typen have been unvd to dctcrmlne ur vurlfy
input partimeleru for uae in com)rehcnslve nuclear-model calrula-

btlons of neutrcn ruactfons on 5 Co betwcun 3 and 50 MeV. Results
obtained in this manner g~nertilly produced good iigreument whun rnm-



pared to experimental data, particularly for (n,2n) and (n,3n) re-
actionr3 up to 22 MeVg Calculated (n,2n) and (n,3n) cross sections
should retain Elgnlflcafit values at higher en%rgies principally be-

cause of preequilibrium effects while the (n,4n) cross section is
Fredicted to be @significantly smaller because of competition from
reactions involving proton emiseion. Uncertainty eX’~LJ for the
behavior of the (n,p) cross eection above neutron energies of 10-11
MeV since some data are underpredicted by the calculations at 14
HeV. More experimental data (excitation functions) in the energy
range from 10 CO 20 ?leV would be valuable tuwards solution of this
problem. At higher energies, the (n,p) croes sectiea is dominated
by praequilibrium effects 60 that its magnitude remains relatively
constant. Finally, the calculated (n,a) values agree reasonably
with data up to 21 MeV indicating the reliability of the non-
statistical reaction mechanisms used at higher energies.
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TASLE I

n+ 59C0 Optical Model Parameters

r( fm) a(fm)

V:IWY; * 47.604 - 0.3636E - 0.0003E2 1.2865 0.561

Wvol(PleV) = -0.072 + 0.1475E 1.3448 0.473

VSO(FleV) = 6.2 1.12 0.47

WSD(MeV) w 6.047 + 0.0805E 1.3448 0.473

Above 6 MeV

wSD(MeV) = 8.53 - 0.2509(E-6)
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CO-59 ELASTIC CROSS SECTION
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